Tablet
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Anthro’s Tablet
Charging Cart Cart
Product number

|

TAB40SS/PW4 (Standard 40-unit) TAB32SS/PW4 (Big Case 32-unit)
24”w x 24.75”d x 46”h
24.75"

24.75"

24.75"

Outside dimensions
46.00"

Bay dimensions

The Tablet Charging Cart comes with

Top surface
dimensions

• One top teaching surface with ¼” lip
• Two ventilated side panels

Colors and finishes

• One cable wrap with 14’ power cord
• Three external power receptacles

24.00"

24.00"

Top

Top

Top Side

Side

• One 18” wide handle
• Two ventilated reinforced 18-gauge metal
doors with keyed handle, padlock hasps and
2-point locking system

Shipping dimensions

• Welded metal base with four 3” footrests
and four 4” locking casters.
• Available in a 32-unit and a 40-unit.

Charges up to
40 iPad®
devices and
other tablets.

120Vac, 60Hz, 12Amps. Comes with 42 NEMA5-15R
receptacles inside the enclosure and 3 external receptacles
on the control panel.
14 feet long.

UL-listing

Listed to 60950-1 in the US and Canada

Warranty

Front

Ships assembled — 28”w x 32”d x 53”h

Power cord

Compatible tablets

Anthro’s New Charging Carts and Cabinets for Tablets and Mobile Devices.

Metal surfaces are 14-gauge and 16-gauge steel
with a baked-on powder coat finish in bright Silver Satin
with Polar White doors. The top surface is made of
1” medium-density fiberboard wrapped in a thermoplastic
laminate colored Polar White.

245 lbs.

• Back IT area with power receptacles

Front

No Small Potatoes.

13.75”w x 18”d

Shipping weight
(Dim weight)

• 18-gauge divider panel between front user
area and back IT area with slim openings to
route cables

Side Front

.875”w x 10.5”d x 8.5”h (Standard 40-unit cart)
1.25”w x 10.5”d x 8.5”h (Big Case 32-unit cart)

189 lbs.

Electrical
specifications

46.00"

24.00"

Unit weight

• One on/off switch with power indicator light

46.00"

Bays utilize the cords that come with your devices.
Lifetime Warranty on the body; two-year warranty on the
electrical system. Cords and plugs are not warranted.

Also Available
from Anthro:
Tablet Charging Cabinet

Mini-touch Charging Cart

Laptop and Netbook Charging Carts

Why will you love
Anthro’s Tablet
Charging Cart in
your classroom?
Just look inside.

For inquiries, call our friendly and knowledgeable Sales Team
at 800.325.3841, drop us a line at sales@anthro.com, or
download more info at anthro.com/tablet.
Where Technology Meets Comfort™ and Technology Furniture® are registered trademarks
of Anthro Corporation. iPad® and iPod® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
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A small 2’ x 2’ footprint
makes the cart perfect for
crowded spaces.

Roomy bays hold a variety of
tablets and their protective
cases.

A separate locking IT area
and easy cable management
keep cords and plugs secure.

Plug in a laptop or other
peripherals and use the cart
as a teaching station.

Tablet Charging Cart

Why You’ll Love Anthro’s Tablet Charging Cart . . .
1

Low Price

5

Syncing options. When it comes to syncing, you have two choices. Use either
your facility’s wireless network or, for a wired connection, use Anthro’s USB
Sync Kit (sold separately)..

6

So easy to move. The 18”-wide handle gives you a good grip. Large 4” casters
(all locking) move smoothly over any surface.

Small Size
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Each door’s two-point locking system keeps your tablets secure.

The cart was designed with a very compact footprint (2’x2’, about the size of
a water cooler) because we knew it had to be at home in crowded classrooms.
With class sizes increasing, space will only get tighter. At 2’ x 2’, it easily maneuvers
between rows of desks and tucks into any corner when not in use.
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Use the keyed locks on the front and back or add your own padlock!
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Roomy storage bays hold common devices, with or without a protective case.
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The cable management system positions power connectors at the front of the
bay for easy connection. Then cords route along the top of the bay divider into
the IT area where they’re bundled and the power adapters are plugged in.

Just $1,499 msrp, Anthro’s Tablet Charging Cart is priced well under competitive
offerings, which leaves plenty of room in your budget.

2

3

The Cart ♥s All Devices

Mix and match tablets, e-readers, and mini-touch devices – from any
manufacturer – in a single cart, and charge and transport them together. How does
it work? Anthro’s carts and cabinets use the charging cords that come with your
devices. Route the cord at set-up, plug it into the cart’s bank of power receptacles in
the locking IT area, and you’re ready to go. Need to sync via USB? Use Anthro’s USB
Sync Kit!
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Ventilated doors open 270° so they’re flush against the side of the cart when
open. Side panels and inner divider are also ventilated so tablets stay cool.

12

The control panel contains 3 external outlets for powering laptops and
peripherals. An on/off switch directs power to the cart, and an indicator light
lets you know when power is on.

For a wired connection, use the
USB Sync Kit.

Secure with keys or a padlock.

Small 2’ x 2’ footprint.

4

Moves easily on 4” casters.

IT Smart
The cart gives IT pros their own locking IT area to route and organize cords
and transformers. Set up the cart so it’s easy to see which cords go with which
bay, lock it away, and you know they’ll stay where you put them. And the cart uses
the cords that come with your devices, with multiple benefits for IT. First, a single
cart supports different types of devices (tablets, e-readers, mini-touch) from many
manufacturers. Second, the cart uses the cord provided by the device manufacturer,
so you know it meets their quality standards. Finally, you route the cord at set-up,
so you set the amount of slack at the front of the bay so cords aren’t strained when
devices are docked.

Doors open 270° to lay flat.

Separate locking IT area.

Doubles as a teaching station.

Quickly connect devices with cords positioned at the front of each numbered bay.

3 external power outlets.

anthro.com/tablet | 800.325.3841

